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Commencement Program

Processional

Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39, No. 1 ......................................................... Sir Edgar Elgar
(Please stand for the Procession)
The Denver Municipal Band
Mr. Gerald Endsley, Affiliate Music Faculty, Conductor

Star-Spangled Banner .................................................................................. Francis Scott Key
Ms. Rachel Irvin, Soprano, Music Education Major
The Denver Municipal Band Brass Ensemble
Dr. Michael J. Kornelsen, Chair, Department of Music, Conductor
Dr. Walter L. Barr, Emeritus Professor of Music, Arranger

Amazing Grace .............................................................................................. John Newton
Ms. Katy Deditz, Saxophone, Graduating Music Composition Major

Call to Order ......................................................................................... Dr. Kamran Sahami
President, Faculty Senate

Presidential Greetings .............................................................................. Dr. Stephen M. Jordan
President, Metropolitan State College of Denver

Remarks from the Trustees ........................................................................ Member, Board of Trustees

Welcome and Induction into the Alumni Association ..................................... Mr. Jim Garrison
President, Metro State Alumni Association

Introduction of the President’s Award Recipient ........................................ Ms. Kathy Heyl
Associate Dean, School of Professional Studies

Remarks from the Spring Class of 2012 ..................................................... Ms. Adrienne Brooks Arnold
President’s Award Recipient

Address ........................................................................................................ Dr. Stephen M. Jordan
President, Metropolitan State College of Denver

Presentation of Candidates ......................................................................... Dr. Vicki Golich
Provost and Vice President of Academic and Student Affairs

Conferring of Degrees .................................................................................. Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Introduction of Candidates ......................................................................... Dr. Marilyn A. Hetzel
Chair, Department of Theatre
Ms. Scott Lubinski
Assistant Professor of Theatre

Presentation of Master’s Degrees
School of Business .................................................................................. Dr. Ann B. Murphy, Dean
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences ......................................................... Dr. Joan L. Foster, Dean
School of Professional Studies .................................................................. Ms. Kathy Heyl, Associate Dean

Presentation of Diplomas
School of Business .................................................................................. Dr. Ann B. Murphy, Dean
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences ......................................................... Dr. Joan L. Foster, Dean
School of Professional Studies .................................................................. Ms. Kathy Heyl, Associate Dean

Tassel Ceremony ......................................................................................... Dr. Stephen M. Jordan

Closing Ceremony ....................................................................................... Dr. Kamran Sahami

Recessional

*Interpreters for the Deaf: Jean Kelly and Leora Rosenbaum*
Dear member of the Spring Class of 2012:

Congratulations on the successful completion of your hard-earned baccalaureate degree from Metropolitan State College of Denver. I encourage you to take time to celebrate, along with your family and friends, the realization of a dream fulfilled.

Before you turn your tassel, take a deep breath and reflect. You have worked hard to get to this place, some of you overcoming incredible obstacles to cross this stage today. You are a rare group of people, who by virtue of your courage and determination have earned your baccalaureate or master’s degrees. This is an accomplishment of immense significance.

The education you have received at Metro State will benefit you in incalculable ways. Beyond the skills, knowledge and connections you have obtained here, you have strengthened your ability to learn, and to continue learning, for the rest of your life. Use your newly acquired skills and knowledge to create a meaningful life of work, community, family and friends.

Today you join 70,500 other people who call Metro State their alma mater. Most of these people make their homes in Colorado, contributing as teachers, nurses, pilots, business owners, artists and in countless other professions.

Because we educate more undergraduate Coloradans than any other school in the state, chances are if you remain in Colorado, you will encounter fellow Roadrunners at every turn. I urge you to recognize the common bonds you share—the work ethic, the multicultural awareness and entrepreneurial spirit—and use this network as you explore new ventures in your life and career.

Although we consider the years that all of our students spend with us to be special, you were with us during a time of immense growth and change—new buildings, new and innovative academic programs, even a new name: Metropolitan State University of Denver. Wherever you go, remember you will always be a proud Roadrunner. You have a home at Metro State and we hope you will return often to talk with favorite professors, tour the new Hotel and Hospitality Learning Center, take in a concert, or pay your education forward by mentoring a current student.

The knowledge, experiences and skills you have earned at Metro State qualify you to accept the challenge of engaging as a citizen in a culturally diverse society. We eagerly anticipate your accomplishments, both large and small, and your continuing engagement with the Metro State community, which promises you a very warm welcome whenever you return.

You have my warmest and best wishes for a fulfilling future.

Stephen M. Jordan, Ph.D.
President, Metropolitan State College of Denver

President’s Award Recipient:
Adrienne Brooks Arnold
Bachelor of Science, Integrative Therapeutic Practices

Adrienne Brooks Arnold embodies some of the best Metro State student qualities—hardworking, committed, dealing with many conflicting responsibilities, yet finding the time to give back to her community.

As a straight-A high school senior, Arnold became pregnant at 17 and envisioned herself waiting tables the rest of her life. But years later, after completing an associate of arts degree at Pikes Peak Community College, she found a curriculum at Metro State—integrative therapeutic practices—that matched her interests and inspired her.

While attending Metro State, she bore much of the financial burden for supporting her family; Arnold and her husband have two children. She is a registered massage therapist and a certified birth doula (birth coach). In the words of one of her professors, “She works constantly, driving far from her home in the foothills to Metro State [for school], then to work as a doula and massage therapist in Colorado Springs and to an internship near Woodland Park. Attending births means missing sleep. Never does she complain.”

Maintaining a perfect 4.0 GPA, Arnold received two 2011 scholarships, the Integrative Therapeutic Practices Program’s Guldman-Strauss Scholarship and the Durst Scholarship, both of which recognize academically outstanding, service-oriented students.

She was a mentor for three years in the Peer Assistance Leadership Program, which pairs a capable adult with an underprivileged child. In her massage practice she dedicates one to three pro bono appointments a week to providing craniosacral therapy to infants and children struggling with a variety of health and behavior problems.

“Adrienne thinks deeply and critically, solves problems deftly, writes like a professional, and presents information as though already a college professor,” wrote Linda B. White, M.D., lecturer in the Department of Health Professions. “She is motivated, punctual, responsible, diligent, respectful and kind.”

Carol Jensen, professor of health professions, adds, “In 20 years of teaching . . . this is the brightest, most capable student I have ever had.” She commends Arnold for “proving to herself, her classmates and her faculty that she deserves to stand among us academically and professionally.”

It is Arnold’s goal to attend a naturopathic or osteopathic medical school, though she doesn’t know if her circumstances will allow it. “What I do know,” she says, “is that this experience at Metro State has helped me learn to appreciate the journey, whatever that journey is.”
Metro State—we educate Colorado

Established in 1965, Metropolitan State College of Denver enrolls nearly 24,000 students and educates more undergraduate Coloradans than any other institution in the state. Metro State added master’s programs to its offerings in 2010 and today celebrates the bestowal of master’s degrees from all three programs: professional accountancy, social work and teacher education.

Metro State is steadfast in its mission to provide students from all walks of life with relevant, individualized, high-quality academics leading to degrees that prepare them for rewarding careers, postgraduate education and lifelong learning in a multicultural, global and technological society. With diversity as a core value, Metro State is proud to enroll more students of color and educate more of these students in the STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) than any other four-year institution in Colorado.

As an urban land-grant institution located in the heart of the state’s largest metropolitan area, Metro State brings its resources and roll-up-your-sleeves ethic to a myriad of partnerships that impact our community. For example, the Colorado Health Foundation recently chose Metro State to operate the Colorado Center for Medical Laboratory Science, and the Denver Hispanic Chamber Education Foundation asked Political Science Professor Norman Provizer to design a leadership development program. Metro State is also partnering with Denver Public Schools in a federally funded program to recruit and train never-before teachers to fill critical classroom needs in DPS.

Metro State students are making a name for themselves as well. For instance, junior Sonia Gutierrez, the first in her family to attend college, was named the 2011 Latin American Educational Foundation Student of the Year. She is pursuing a degree in broadcast journalism and political science. And Phillip Haberman, who is studying to be licensed as a special education teacher, was recently chosen to receive a full scholarship to the prestigious Clinton Global Initiative conference.

With the addition of these 1,800 members of the Spring Class of 2012, there are now more than 72,000 proud Metro State alumni, 75 percent of whom remain in Colorado. They help fuel the state’s economy by running businesses, contributing in the nonprofit sector, teaching our children, serving in government at all levels and more. And, they are achieving their dreams. For instance, Jim Saccomano is vice president of corporate communications for the Denver Broncos and David Thibodeau is president and co-owner of the immensely successful Denver Broncos and David Thibodeau is president and co-owner of the immensely successful Denver Broncos. In the nonprofit sector, they are achieving their dreams. For instance, Jim Saccomano is vice president of corporate communications for the Denver Broncos and David Thibodeau is president and co-owner of the immensely successful Denver Broncos.

The accomplishments of our students and graduates, and the better lives that education brings them, create an undeniable influence that resonates from the Auraria Campus to all four of Colorado’s corners and beyond.

Faculty Marshal
Kamran Sahami
President, Faculty Senate

Assistant Faculty Marshals
Dr. Robert Amend
Ms. Cindy Anderson
Dr. Brian Bagwell
Dr. Sue Barud
Dr. William Baxendale
Dr. Thomas R. Bellinger
Dr. Susan Bertelsen
Mr. Matthew Brinton
Dr. Bill Carnes
Dr. Diane Carroll
Dr. Loretta Chávez
Dr. Jason Chun- hsing Chen
Dr. Marilyn F. Cullen-Reavill
Dr. Thomas C. Davinroy
Dr. Diane Davis
Dr. Carl Dollard
Dr. Amy Dore
Prof. Darrin Duber-Smith
Mr. Derren Duburguet
Prof. Tanya Gailin
Dr. Joice Gibson
Dr. Kara Halley
Ms. Kathy Heyl
Dr. Madison Holloway
Dr. Michael H. Jacoba
Dr. Laresh Jayasanker
Prof. Cheryl King
Prof. Carol Krugman
Prof. Jackson Lamb
Dr. Jennifer Lasswell
Dr. Cynthia Lindquist
Dr. Linda Lockwood
Prof. Jay Louden
Dr. Jean Lundy
Dr. Kathleen Lutteneberger
Dr. Andrea Maestrejuan
Dr. Kathryn Malpass
Dr. Emily Matuszewicz
Dr. Ana-Maria Medina
Dr. Christopher Meloche
Dr. Ann Morrison
Dr. Sam Ng
Dr. Nhu Nguyen
Dr. Lindsay Pack
Dr. Robert Preuhs
Dr. Julie A. Reyes
Dr. Maria A. Rey- López
Dr. Allan Rosenbaum
Dr. Sheila M. Rucki
Dr. Carmen H. Sanjurjo
Dr. Arlene Sgoutas
Prof. Ted Jinsup Shin
Dr. Jeff Simpson
Dr. Andrew Thangasamy
Dr. Barbara Turk Uliss
Dr. Cynthia Vannucci
Dr. Peter Vigil
Dr. T.C. Vogt
Dr. Fred Watson
Dr. Jennifer Weddig
Dr. Ann Williams
Prof. R.S. (Rip) Workyns
Prof. Kevin Zeller
Dr. Runing Zhang

Commencement Planning Committee
Ms. Brooke Gerber
Director, Special Events and Commencement Activities
Ms. Tommi Webb
Assistant to the Director, Commencement Activities
Ms. Aryca Deforest
Ms. Leticia Duarte
Ms. Sonia Gonzales
Mr. Paul Hitchcock
Ms. Casey Hunt
Mr. Edward Jacobs, Jr.
Dr. Carol Krugman
Ms. Janell Lindsey
Dr. Shelly Owens
Dr. Xiansheng Tian
Dr. Barbara Uliss

Retirees
Ms. Julie Rummel Mancuso
Associate Director of Recreation Services
Ms. Arlisa Sundewirth Webster
Associate Director of Extended Campus Programs
Dr. Clark Germann
Professor of Technical Communications
Dr. Stephanie Quizar
Professor of English
Mr. Ray H. Morris
Assistant Professor of Hospitality, Tourism and Events
Dr. Russell A. Cormier
Professor of Chemistry
Dr. Marc A. Rabinoff
Professor of Human Performance and Sport
Dr. Alain D. Ranwez
Professor of French
Dr. Donney B. Redden
Computer Desktop Lifecycle Manager
Ms. Billi Mavromatis-Jacobson
Health Educator
Ms. Maria Garcia
Administrative Assistant

Emeritus
Dr. John Cochran
Dean, School of Business;
Professor of Economics
Mr. Eldon Cunningham
Professor of Art
(Posthumous)
Dr. Paul Farkas
Associate Professor of English
(POSTHUMOUS)
Dr. John Landry
Associate Professor of Computer Information Systems
Dr. Noel LeJeune
Associate Professor of Computer Science
Dr. Aileen Lacerca
Professor of Sociology
Dr. Charles Machinney
Professor of Computer Information Systems
Dr. Harold "Hal" Nees
Professor of Criminal Justice
Dr. Stephanie "Robin" Quizar
Professor of English
Dr. Peter Varney
Associate Professor of Geology/Environmental Science

In Memoriam
Dr. Jack Allen Bell
Professor of Political Science
Ms. Jane Kober
Assistant Professor of Human Performance and Sport
Dr. Barbara Turk Uliss
Dr. Cynthia Vannucci
Dr. Peter Vigil
Dr. Clark Germann
Ms. Jane Kober
Dr. Ann Williams
Dr. Fred Watson
Dr. Jennifer Weddig
Dr. Ann Williams
Prof. R.S. (Rip) Workyns
Prof. Kevin Zeller
Dr. Runing Zhang

Metropolitan State College of Denver enrolls nearly 24,000 students and educates more undergraduate Coloradans than any other institution in the state. Metro State added master’s programs to its offerings in 2010 and today celebrates the bestowal of master’s degrees from all three programs: professional accountancy, social work and teacher education.

Metro State is steadfast in its mission to provide students from all walks of life with relevant, individualized, high-quality academics leading to degrees that prepare them for rewarding careers, postgraduate education and lifelong learning in a multicultural, global and technological society. With diversity as a core value, Metro State is proud to enroll more students of color and educate more of these students in the STEM fields (science, technology, engineering and mathematics) than any other four-year institution in Colorado.

As an urban land-grant institution located in the heart of the state’s largest metropolitan area, Metro State brings its resources and roll-up-your-sleeves ethic to a myriad of partnerships that impact our community. For example, the Colorado Health Foundation recently chose Metro State to operate the Colorado Center for Medical Laboratory Science, and the Denver Hispanic Chamber Education Foundation asked Political Science Professor Norman Provizer to design a leadership development program. Metro State is also partnering with Denver Public Schools in a federally funded program to recruit and train never-before teachers to fill critical classroom needs in DPS.

Metro State students are making a name for themselves as well. For instance, junior Sonia Gutierrez, the first in her family to attend college, was named the 2011 Latin American Educational Foundation Student of the Year. She is pursuing a degree in broadcast journalism and political science. And Phillip Haberman, who is studying to be licensed as a special education teacher, was recently chosen to receive a full scholarship to the prestigious Clinton Global Initiative conference.

With the addition of these 1,800 members of the Spring Class of 2012, there are now more than 72,000 proud Metro State alumni, 75 percent of whom remain in Colorado. They help fuel the state’s economy by running businesses, contributing in the nonprofit sector, teaching our children, serving in government at all levels and more. And, they are achieving their dreams. For instance, Jim Saccomano is vice president of corporate communications for the Denver Broncos and David Thibodeau is president and co-owner of the immensely successful Ska Brewery in Durango. Graduates outside of Colorado are making a name for themselves as well. For instance, Col. Laura Jane Richardson (’86, psychology) is the Army’s first female deputy division commander and has joined an elite group of only 29 women to have achieved the rank of brigadier general.

The accomplishments of our students and graduates, and the better lives that education brings them, create an undeniable influence that resonates from the Auraria Campus to all four of Colorado’s corners and beyond.
Academic Attire

Academic attire is modeled after monks’ clothing from the Middle Ages, when college faculty and students were members of religious orders. In England, the faculty of many colleges and universities still wear gowns, hoods and caps in the classroom.

In the early 20th century, colleges and universities throughout the world adopted guidelines for the design and colors of academic attire. An institution may design and register special attire for its administrators and graduates, but it must conform to certain standards. Once registered, the design/color combination may not be duplicated by other institutions.

The bachelor’s gown is most often black and has long sleeves that taper to a point in the back. It is always worn closed. At Metro State, women do not wear a white collar with the gown. The hood worn by the President’s Award recipient is a Metropolitan State College of Denver bachelor’s degree hood and is worn by this student to represent the graduating class.

The gown signifying the master’s degree is also usually black and may be worn open or closed. It features oblong sleeves that hang below the wrist, tapering to a square cut with a cutaway arc.

Although usually black, the doctoral gown is sometimes seen in colors—usually purple, blue or red. The gown may be worn open or closed. The opening of the gown is faced with velvet and three velvet chevrons run across its bell-shaped sleeves. The velvet facing and chevrons may be black or the color representing the field of study.

The hood varies in length and shape according to the degree it represents—the shortest and smallest signifies the bachelor’s degree and the longest and widest signifies the doctoral degree. The velvet bordering the hood represents the degree field of study. The colors most frequently seen at Metro State are royal blue – Philosophy; light blue – Education; yellow – Science; green – Medicine.

The satin lining of the hood, each a specific design, represents the college or university at which the individual earned his or her degree.

The Oxford Cap, or mortarboard as it is better known, completes the attire. In place of the hood, bachelor’s candidates at Metro State wear colored tassels on the Oxford Cap to represent the academic department of the College from which they earned their degrees. Those holding graduate degrees usually wear black tassels, but those holding doctoral degrees may wear tassels of gold thread, and may elect to wear a four-sided or eight-sided velvet tam instead of the Oxford Cap. Some universities have designated the Cambridge Cap, a large, soft beret, for their administrators and those who have earned a doctoral degree at that institution.

Academic Colors

Master’s Degree Hood Colors
Business (MPAcc) – Drab
Social Work (MSW) – Citron
Education (MAT) – Light Blue

Bachelor’s Degree Tassel Colors
School of Business – Drab
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences – White
School of Professional Studies – Peace Blue

Academic Distinction
You will notice that some of our graduates are wearing one or more cords, stole or medallions of various colors or designs about the neck of their gowns to represent high academic achievement. Those graduates who have achieved overall excellence are recognized by Metro State through three areas of distinction:
Summa Cum Laude (with highest praise)
Gold and blue cord
Magna Cum Laude (with great praise)
Silver and blue cord
Cum Laude (with praise)
Bronze and blue cord
Metro State encourages students to enroll in and complete an especially rigorous course of interdisciplinary study in addition to the individual’s major and minor study degree requirements. This course of study is known as the Honors Program.

Honors Program
Gray cord

Honor Societies

Academic Colors

Master’s Degree Hood Colors
Business (MPAcc) – Drab
Social Work (MSW) – Citron
Education (MAT) – Light Blue

Bachelor’s Degree Tassel Colors
School of Business – Drab
School of Letters, Arts and Sciences – White
School of Professional Studies – Peace Blue

Academic Distinction
You will notice that some of our graduates are wearing one or more cords, stole or medallions of various colors or designs about the neck of their gowns to represent high academic achievement. Those graduates who have achieved overall excellence are recognized by Metro State through three areas of distinction:
Summa Cum Laude (with highest praise)
Gold and blue cord
Magna Cum Laude (with great praise)
Silver and blue cord
Cum Laude (with praise)
Bronze and blue cord
Metro State encourages students to enroll in and complete an especially rigorous course of interdisciplinary study in addition to the individual’s major and minor study degree requirements. This course of study is known as the Honors Program.

Honors Program
Gray cord

Honor Societies

Accounting Honor Society – Royal blue cord
Alpha Delta Omega (Human Services) – White satin stole with red Greek letters ADW
Association of Scholars of African American Studies – Kente stole, original colors of green, red, gold and blue
Delta Alpha Pi (International Honor Society for Individuals with Disabilities) – Navy and gold cord
Delta Gamma Xi (Criminal Justice and Criminology) – Blue and gold cord
Delta Phi Alpha (German) – Black, red and gold cord
Gamma Theta Upsilon (Geography) – Blue, gold and brown cord
Golden Key (All-College Honor Society) – Gold cord
Iota Iota Iota (Women’s Studies) Lavender cord; officers wear medallions with gold ribbon as well
Kappa Delta Pi (Education) – Purple and green cord
Lambda Pi Eta (Communication Arts and Sciences) – Red and white cord
Phi Alpha (Social Work) – Brass medallion with Greek letters PA hanging from royal blue and yellow neck ribbon
Phi Alpha Theta (History) – Red and blue cord
Phi Sigma Iota (Foreign Language) – Purple and white cord
Pi Kappa Lambda (Music) – Gold and white cord
Pi Sigma Alpha (Political Science) – Brass medallion with the Greek letters PSA in black hanging from a red neck ribbon
Pi Chi (Psychology) – Double gold cords with tassels of blue and gold
Sigma Beta Delta (Business) – Green and gold cord with contrasting tassels
Sigma Tau Delta (English) – Red and black cord; members with special distinction in scholarship wear a black and gold medallion with the Greek letters STA hanging from a maroon neck ribbon
Tau Alpha Pi (Engineering Technology) – Pewter medallion in the shape of a gear with a divider superimposed at the top; the Greek letters STP appear at the 9, 6, and 3 o’clock positions on the gear. The medallion hangs from a yellow and green neck ribbon
Upsilon Phi Delta (Health Care Management) – Red and blue double cord with corresponding tassel
Master’s Candidates

School of Business
Master of Professional Accountancy
Mazahir Ali Baig
Gary Lee Hudett
Timothy Evan Palm
Kyla Falen Shimizu
Maury Elaine Wooldridge

Master of Social Work
Emmi Genevieve Adler
Samantha Scottie Barnes
Chivon LeRae Bell
Blaire Larson Bennett
Laura L. Bodmer
Janet Yi Bueno
Hayley Carlson-Huerel
Angelika Cardenas
Pamela Janet Chapman
Jenna Kristine Dowd
Deborah Michele Drury
Renate U. Fettig
LeAnne Elaine Fiqueroua
Melissa Lea Hogan
Tammy Melissa Lara
Summer Joyce Marie Livermore
Debra Ann Martinez
Naomi Nicole Morrow
Steffanie Ann Nolen
Hannah Ejahare Obukohwo
Audra L. Perez
Cassandra Veletta Ratliff
Derick Alejandro Ruiz
Michelle D’Ann Satchell
Sarah Elizabeth Schmidt
Danielle Pamela Simmance
Corinne Faith VanDuizer
Nicole Marie Velasquez
Andrea Rae Wanggaard
Brandi Lynette Warren
Sherry Lynn
Hitto Williamson

School of Professional Studies
Master of Arts in Teaching
Amy Lynn Anderson
Reiley Elizabeth Byers
Courtney Marie Chappell
Anthony Cunningham Jr
Jordan Alexandra Deem
Frances J. Fallon
Meghan Shea Flores
James Andrew Frazier
Sonia C Gonzales
Colly Phillip Graham
Courtney Michele Ham
Jamie Nicole Johnson
Lindsey Christine Lemnek
Aaron Jacob Lundblad
Aimee Marie Martinez
Heather Elaine Molke
Julie Lynn Orth
Malia Mae Pedersen
Bonnie Jean Peterson
Kelly Ann Phillips
Adrienne Colleen Simmons
Ashhanta Masada Swisher
Holly Suzann Temple
Dana Marie Trenovich
Gretchen M. Endicott
Luke Alexander Fisher
Lance E. Franklin
Christine Marie Graber
Danielle Wilder Griffith
V. Sebastian Gryczan
Temegun Fanta Harkso
Michael Everette Harrell
Patricia Jo Hayford
Michael A. Jackson
Antonio Jaramillo
Adrian John Carlos Jimenez
Stacey Lea Johnson
Lenka Juchelkova
Harold Austein Keeter
Dilya Takhirovna Khailbulla
Liliya Takhirovna Khailbulla
Meheza Kilou
Beau Michael Kim
Jenny Marie Kopen
Joseph Phillip Leken
Lance M. Shoely
Brittany Nicole Lopez-Thrower
Christopher William McNeil
Jacob John Meis
Frank I. Malina
Trinh Meng Nguyen
Felicia Jay Pacheco
Mariya Ivanova Pashalyska
Liang Kim Phu
Jeffrey Dawson Pieper
Megan Cori Poirier
Aaron Henry Prochaska
Jacqueline Alexandra Posey
Kevin Patrick Qualls
Kristen A. Rahfels
Kristina A. Schmucker
Nita Sharma
Rita Dawson Sims
Trina Lichele Sook
Daniel R. Steiner
Seth Spencer Stephenson
Kari Sumners
Tamirat Getahun Tadesse
Erin Marie Taylor
Nancy Yang
Oscar Vasquez
David Villalobos
Nathan A. Voorhees
Shane H. Wagner
Ryan Michael Winges
Angelia S. Wolf
Richard Carlos Wood
Cody Allen Youst
Mark Yurkovskiy

Computer Information Systems
Aaron Brant Andrews
Jason Christophe Caase
Elliott Chihem
Brian Mason Cleaver
Dan Eugene Davidson
Zachariah Martin Dickerson
Brandon Robert Dionese
Ricky Christopher Espinosa
Shauna Michelle Hetherington
Mitchell Lee Johnson
Ryan Paul Klair
Yolinda Yamada Kloulubak
Matthew William Kvien
Jonathan Lee Langton
Jeremy Brett Lovato
Teresa Kianez Mahony
Stephen Gregory Markling
Jimmy Ngo
Edward Frank Olivett
Daniel R. Oplia
Christopher Patrick Pace
Joshua Niles Pickett
Jeffrey Dawson Pieper
Colin Pietr
Stace John Riley
Mosaab Geith Sasi
Yevgeniy Skorbovienko
John August Starker
Travis Charles Strabala
Derek Martin Sullivan
Stefan Alan Tucny
Bradley William Van Cleve
Mitchell Thomas Van Dyken
Lauren M. Williams

Economics
Nicholas David Dreher
Adam Joseph Evans
Sarah Frances Johnson
Hector Lavim Mendez
Caleb Anthony Olczak
Jakob Zev Peterson
Grigorii Podolev
Jeremy James Priest
Mohammad J. Safi
William James Wartel

Finance
Nasser Amine
Lino Arellano
Kendra Ann Bayens
Brent Michael Bellis
Garrett Lee Bowles
Jamie Lea Brueggeman
Stephen Andrew Buchanan
Douglas Kelley Burbage
Rodrigo Coronado
Christopher Mark Edlin
Ryan Wood Flores
Lance E. Franklin
Douglas Putnam Guthrie
Bethany Michelle Hostetler
Candice Nicole Johnson
Deepika Kapoor
Michael Patrick Lever
Sandy Yen Nguyen
Matthew Douglas Nordlander
Melanie Ann O’Bourke
Ryan Thomas Owens
Miriam Pamela Perea
Amy Renee Reed
Joshua Thomas Romero
Kenneth Kirk Shiflet
Emily Grace Shreve
Jennifer M. Speer
Natalla Favoro Wingfield

Management
Amy Lynn Avevedo
Yevgeniy N. Asipov
Brandon William Bates
Jacinda A. Baumann
Michael Alan Bergren
Sarah M. Bernhardt
Savoye Riley McManus Biel
Lexiana Natai Blosser
Charles Joseph Boom
Jonathan William Brigham
Miriam Esther Brizendine
Sarah Leigh Bustamante
Edison Ismael Calle
Krista Lynn Carpenter
Patrick Ryan Carson
Christina Louise Chiaccieri
Matthew Ross Cole
Benjamin Robert Coyle
Joseph Alden Couillard
Andrew Scott Craig
John Hartmann Craig
Emily Marie Creglow
Brent Kenneth Cressman
Keith Thomas Crowe
Elizabeth Olea Crum
Caitlin Marie DeBonis
Robert A. Derian
Paige Alexandra Diller
James Tobias Di Perna
Raymon Anthony Doane
Zachary Taylor Douglas Callie Jane Duggan
Victoria Anne Eddy
Brian E. Ensminger
Cameron Michael Fahl
Bryan Robert Goddard
Mas Coyntey Gordon
Hannah Ruth Grant
Spencer C. Guilford
Yuuji Hatano
Daniel Brian Hinojos
Jessica Jane Irvin
Ruhiyah Cheriba Issah
Daniel L. James
Scott Michael Johnson
Dustin Henry Jones
Regina V. Khachaturova
Alex Edward Kietzer
Courtney Faye Klein
Kevin Robert MacArthur
Joseph Brian Mager
Michael Benjamin Martinez
Sean Michael Massino
Laura Angelina Medina
Brett Adam Mendes
Mario Mercado
Rachel Brooke Merritt
Zachary Dane Miller
Scott Michael Martinez
Lisa Marie Minaker
Regina V. Khachaturova
Jessica Jane Irvin
Ruhiyah Cheriba Issah
Daniel L. James
Scott Michael Johnson
Dustin Henry Jones
Regina V. Khachaturova
Alex Edward Kietzer
Courtney Faye Klein
Kevin Robert MacArthur
Joseph Brian Mager
Michael Benjamin Martinez
Sean Michael Massino
Laura Angelina Medina
Brett Adam Mendes
Mario Mercado
Rachel Brooke Merritt
Zachary Dane Miller
Lisa Marie Minaker
Justin Benjamin Montoya
Zubin Ray Mufti
Graduation Candidates — Spring 2012

Art
- Kery Leann Allen
- Keleen Elizabeth Aragon
- Paul Andrew Babbel
- Joanna Faith Barreras
- Jeffrey August Bartholomew
- Andrew Douglas Bell
- Jesse Ryan Bott
- Francis Gerard Chappell Brack
- Stephanie Ruth Bracklein
- Sarah Buchanan
- Cori Marie Buder
- Ryan Andrew Butler
- Tracy Danielle Byram
- Tessa Megan Christlieb
- Jason Edward Clark
- Milton Melvin Croissant III
- Kelsey Nicole Daddow
- Karin Dominique Davis
- Eve Leinaala DeWeese
- Jesus Herrera Diaz
- Tara Alyssa Dunn
- Ashley Nichole Frazier
- Iza K. Gallagher
- Senaye Gebers-Michael
- Jennifer Lee Goring
- Craig D. Grivy
- Kristyna Marie Hark
- Robert Bailey Hart
- James Allen Hoard
- Alyssa Marie Honkata
- Jamie Catherine Hope
- Gregory Edward Jesse
- Elizabeth Janne Joyce
- Jessica Lynn Kanzenbach
- Ryan Michael Keeney
- Bridget Brady Keller
- Michael W. Labruyere
- Bobby McGe Lopez
- Nicholas Joseph Lorenzo
- Ashley Ann Lowe
- Sonia Rae Lujan
- Korri L. Marshall
- Patricia McKay
- Devon Kassandra McKenzie
- Matthew Ross Mondragon
- Kristina Maria Montague
- Christina Elisa Morales

School of Letters, Arts and Sciences

African and American Studies
- Van Buren McClellar, Jr.
- Glenn Elliott Sample

School of Business and Economics

Marketing
- Samantha Rose Amidei
- Roman Joseph BeDan
- Jamie Michele Blue
- Amanda Lynn Brower
- Zachary William Buerger

Alyssa Margaret Christiansen
- Kevin Carl Anthony Cray

Erin Maureen Donovan
- Melissa Ann Dowell
- Alisha Marie Francis
- Michael Edward Grigg
- John Thomas Grose
- Jessica L. Haas
- Julianne Joyce Harmon
- Jessica Lynn Haze
- Donald James Henley, Jr.
- Michael Thomas Holman
- Robert Alan Howard
- Steven T. Hsu
- Hayden Alexander Hull
- Kyle Thomas Kippers
- Candice Kuhn
- Nicole Monica Korkowski
- Zachary Luke Krueger
- Jordan Prescott Long
- Ashley Barr MacKay
- Tahn James Malone
- Kathryn R. Maloney
- Sonya Lindsey Mayer
- Stuart Wesley Menten
- Alyssa Renee Montoya
- Hannah Jean Moorhead
- Gerald Alan Mota
- Diana Estefania Muriedas
- Ryan B. Nelson
- Nicole Ann Norris
- Brenda K. Olmedo
- Zachary Michael Porter
- Story Hope Potter
- Crystal Ann Rangel
- Blair Ronald Richardson
- Trina Marie Rodriguez
- Nicholas G. Romero
- Abdulfagar Aidedoyin Sanni
- John Patrick Shea
- Arthur Yoshihisa Sickler
- Bradley Edward Surratt
- Vanessa Catherine Wolfis

Genevieve Eliot Morgante
- Morgan Eileen Murphy
- Jordan Marshall Nissen
- Melissa Lynne Oley Dickey
- Alex Patrick Potter
- Audrey Marie Potter
- Joanna Catherine Price
- Jennifer Lynn Ray
- Thomas Stanley Edward Ries
- William R. Robinson
- Mark Joseph Romero
- Amber Dawn Schlueter
- Laura Ann Schmidt
- Jerod Mikael Vincent Sena
- Eliza Shrestha
- Rory E. Smith
- Heather D. Stanley
- Margaret Teresa Swanson
- Amanda Lolly Tully
- Kristen T. Weiss
- Eve Noell Wells
- Gregory David Whitaker
- Rachel Carla Yarbrough

Biology
- Blake Thomas Adams
- Caitlin Shaw Allison
- Layla Tarqi Al-Shar
- Radovan Anzulovic
- Avraham Ancel
- Ryan Scott Bame
- Jonathan Patrick Banet
- Lea Marie Bell
- Michael Lewis Bergman
- Annette Jean Bertrand
- Joel Matthew Brown
- Joann Nicole Candelaria
- Lauren Lynn Cerozo
- Steven D. Chambers
- Cory Erin Courtney
- Michael Edward Craxton
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Nicolas Ryan Sentel
Nabeel Khalid Sheikh
Dustin Gage Gage
Tiffany Elaine Stone
Krubel Hailu Tekletuulik
Elizabeth Marie Traudt
Jennifer Lynn Wood
Sydney Ann Yousse
Bethlehem Teklu Zergaw
Abebayehu Lemma Zula

Chicana/o Studies
Michael Amos Allgyer
Jeremy Jermame Bermudez
Tracy Lynne Crespin
Serrina A de la Cruz-Chavez
Elysee Nooreen Hued

Communication Arts and Sciences
Kevin Matthew A’Hern
Charles Lawrence Anderson
Erica Crystal Anderson
Mollie Antoine
Martin Archer
Marissa Elena Armas
Sariah Anne Kathleen Bahr
Catherine Diana Marie Bale
Lauren Michelle Bellies
Anna Christine Berger
Amanda Michelle Biesecker
Mona Marie Biscoe
Julie Anne Brignon
Kevin Eugene Brown
Malkodi Dawn Byerly
Markie Nicole Capone
Tara Elizabeth Cardinal
Cassie Jeane Chaparro Mailet
Martha Rosario Chavarria Valdez
Stephen Thomas Cummings
Aaron Michael Davis
Stephanie Elizabeth DeCamp
Leah Amber DeFelice
Ryan Anthony De Leo
Debra Ann DeCianno
Candace Rebecca Denkins
Lavinia Marie Earvins
Rebecca H. Feder
Carla Ap. Niciolle Ferreira
Rebecca Dawn Franks-Cassidy
Rachel Marie Fuenzalida
Chelse Marie Gamino
Cailltin Meryl Gibbons
Brianma Marie Graf
Lindsay Kate Greely
Laura Jane Griffith
Dominic Charles Guerrier
Daniel C. Harlan
Jordan F. Head
Allison Marie Hershman
Kari Sue Hiatt-Moran
Aric Andrew Holmes
Jesse Andrew Inkeles
Maria Darlene Irivarren
Jesse Daniel Smith
Elizabeth Jane Schneider
Nikki Elizabeth Shufeldt
Jeffrey Daniel Smith
Veronica Renee Solarz
Brian Michael Starnon
Anna Noel Stovall
Christopher Thomas Swain
Zachary William Szentmarton
Justin Blake Taylor
Donald Robert Tehan
Jeffrey Ross VanDerhule
Sarah Anne Lock
David Loewen
Julie Anne Maas
Andrew Alexander Malastra
Danielle Elizabeth Massey
Kathleen Frances McClure
Amanda Jin McManus
Miranda Lee Meyer
Christin Ashley Mitchell
Jennifer Lyn Mock
Joseph Edward Morello
Keri Elizabeth Mullon
Lindsay A. Neff
Peter Kyle Obuhanick
Catherine Jude O’Connell
Christopher A. Olivares
Ryan Daniel Pace
Begrolo Ramirez, Jr.
Rachel Renae Ridings
Christine Michele Rippe
Neil Henry Rippe
Carolee Annette Rojas
Christine Alexis Rosasco
Kate Jane Rowland
Shakilla Saedel
Kathleen Frances Siciliano
Nadia Shabani
Jackie Marie Simpson
Michaela Marie Skaters
Catherine Anne Simon
Lillian Marie Smolen
Eliana Marie Smolen
David Christopher Sontag
Kara Marie Sorensen
Maree Endre Starkey
Maggie Marie Statham
Molly Marie Statham
Amanda Michelle Biesecker
Suzanne Marie Bemelen
Shannon Lee Beecher
Ruben Ray Blassingame
Alexander S. Bowman

Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
Rebecca Adams
Lauren S. Aguilar-Simmons
Chad E. Ailes
Matthew Ray Arellano
Roger Glenn Atines
William L. Boucher
Ryan Michael Claar
Ronald Anthony Cole
Melissa Emily Collins
Robert Allan Cornell
Justin Taylor Croft
Jessica Hope DeHerrera
Bryce Alexander Falikie
Allison Codie Farmer
Jeffrey Michael Freeman
Cutler Indy Goslin
Toby Alexander Harp
Andrew Michael Heairy
Sarah Ellen Heller
Joshua J. Hicks
Stacy Leigh Jackson
Kale C. Johnston
Catherine Nichole Kissner
Michael Anthony Kozub
Leyla Z. Lawson
Paquito Andres Lopez
Shelby Lynette Crow
Lewis Scott Martin
Samantha Marie Martineau
Sarah Anne Lock
David Loewen
Julie Anne Maas
Andrew Alexander Malastra
Danielle Elizabeth Massey
Kathleen Frances McClure
Amanda Jin McManus
Miranda Lee Meyer
Christin Ashley Mitchell
Jennifer Lyn Mock
Joseph Edward Morello
Keri Elizabeth Mullon
Lindsay A. Neff
Peter Kyle Obuhanick
Catherine Jude O’Connell
Christopher A. Olivares
Ryan Daniel Pace
Begrolo Ramirez, Jr.
Rachel Renae Ridings
Christine Michele Rippe
Neil Henry Rippe
Carolee Annette Rojas
Christine Alexis Rosasco
Kate Jane Rowland
Shakilla Saedel
Kathleen Frances Siciliano
Nadia Shabani
Jackie Marie Simpson
Michaela Marie Skaters
Catherine Anne Simon
Lillian Marie Smolen
Eliana Marie Smolen
David Christopher Sontag
Kara Marie Sorensen
Maree Endre Starkey
Maggie Marie Statham
Molly Marie Statham
Amanda Michelle Biesecker
Suzanne Marie Bemelen
Shannon Lee Beecher
Ruben Ray Blassingame
Alexander S. Bowman

English
Michele Leona Andersen-Heroux
Sarah Anne Anerna
Jennifer Dianne Barstow
Katherine Ann Blunt
Timothy Scott Campbell
Hayley Loria Caroffin
Kile John Clabaugh
Melissa Rose Cobos
Jené Marie Conrad
Gayle Lorraine Crane-Brodie
Shelby Lynette Crow
Jessica Rose Davis
Jennifer Marie Dawson
Gravnel Deaton
Carmela DeVivo
Sebastian Ninmo Doherty
Roxana Dominguez
Keith Allen Dudittle
Joseph Keller Durst
Zachery B Dutton
Katharine Anne Fehr
Mackenzie Patrick Fisher
Miranda Amalia Fischer
Joshua David Fox
Stephen Freeman
Matthew McGinness Greer
Melissa S. Gross
Jessica Sue Hamilton
Katelyn Ceirra Hanson
Allison Koester Hoover
Kyle Michael Horan
Heather Renee Howard
Tracie Corletta Jansen
Jessica Leigh Johnson
Bith Ashley Jubinke
Tiffany Lynn Kallhorst
Jessica Lynn Keeth
Trina Marie Kirsten
Stephanie Anne Koppe
Phillip Kenneth Mah
Russell McDevitt
Laura Mae Mehlelbuck
Nicholas J. Membrivis-Weiler
Jennifer Leigh Mouthrop
Dixie Lorraine Necochea
Jasmine Thanh Nguyen
Meghan Mary O’Connor
Sheila Rae Ortega
Rebecca Eloise Padrick
Alyson Katherine Pax
Matthew E. Peterson
Julie Mai Tho Phan
Katherine Marie Pivola
Rosa Montgomery Poole
James Charles Prager
Jennifer Michelle Randall
Matthew Mackenzie Ranker
Devon Taylor Reece
Steven Richard Reid
Lauren Elisabeth Schaedig
Martyna Sobczak
Megan Shea Steiert
Brian Alexander Stewart
Kristen Nicole Streeker
Jennifer Ann Stroh
Meggan Jean Strohfuhs
Jonathan Michael Strungis
Brooke Elizabeth Swadley
Clevis Necol Taylor, Jr.
Ashley Marie Terwilleger
Niche Lyyanem Thibodeau
Jarika Travers
Allan L. Van Hoye
Melissa Sue Veney
Yvonne Edna Jo White
Sarah Elayne Workman
Skyler Michelle Zody

History
Everett Douglas Allman
Ruben Scout Baker
Rohnley Kelly Bartholomew
Shannon Lee Beecher
Susanne Marie Bemelen
Amanda Michelle Biesecker
Daniel Ray Blassingame
Alexander S. Bowman
Kyle William Bresco
Ryan Kienan Breeden
Sean Michael Brewer
Katherine Amelia Marie Bristow
Terri Lynn Bullard
Michael Sean Callahan
Thu-Quyen Nguyen Clifton
Jennifer Marie Crandell
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- Maureen Emily Sukk
- Pete Justin Theodoratos
- Natalie Deann Thompson
- Ferdinand Lawrence
- Torres III
- Jordan Elisabeth Trout
- Samantha Christine Usinger
- Billy Joe Walberg
- Aileen Marie Waski
- John Thomas Whitmarsh
- Dane Thomas Wimmer
- Christopher John Wink

Individualized Degree Program
- Danielle Victoria Alfaro
- Somer A. Brady
- Lodore Brown
- Lanea Gabrielle Bynum
- David Anthony Corner
- John Scott Gleason, Jr.
- Ernesto Gutierrez
- Brandon Jeffrey Hackney
- Jayde Marel Henderson
- Phoenix Hurtado
- Janene Ann Krieger
- Michael Andrew McMahon
- Emily Diane Milton
- Mary Matilda Mortensen
- Thang Minh Ngo
- Matthew Lewis Powell
- Travis George Rich
- Monica Brooke Schafer
- Amy Kristen Showalter
- Thomas Ashby-Pear Stephenson
- Amanda Nicole Storie
- William E. Surdi
- Christopher L. Swigert
- Yee Ken Tai
- Ryota Tanaka
- Jennifer Malia Tate
- Kristina Ellen Tiffany
- Ryan Paul Weaver
- Rebecca June Zimmerman

Mathematical and Computer Sciences
- Stanley Joe Adcock, Jr.
- Jason Scott Black
- Aaron Brady Bliss
- Richmond Bouke
- Timothy Scott Bovland
- Brennan Michael Brown
- Christianna Hazel Brown
- Christopher Zhenghao Cai
- David Allen Clasbaugh
- Brandon Martin Cullis
- Matthew William Curtis
- Luke Edward DeWitt
- Christopher Michael Eckman
- Nikita Salichovich Gridinski
- James David Haley
- Victoria Nicole Hayes
- God Aragon Heckler
- Emily Lynn Hill
- Shaua Michael Hummel
- Alyssa Alexandra Hutchins
- Nathan Daniel Jones
- Christeen M. Kviz
- Benjamin Joseph LaChance
- Bart W. Lantzi
- John Mark Larimore
- Justin Charles Wayne Miller
- Chuc C. Nguyen
- Whitney Nicole Page
- Charles Russell Pennington
- Edgar M. Perez
- Cliff James Roberts
- Emily Danielle Roth
- Alesa Ted Seebassan
- Avrell Ann Sehler
- Kenny Ignacio Sotelo
- Nicholas Alexander Sutherland
- Dylan Christopher Thomas
- Lisa Rose Turrice-Ivins
- Andrey S. Uchaykin
- Jeffrey Ross VanDerhure
- Jon VandeRiet
- Ronald Jay Wilkinson
- Kathryn Lee Sun Williams
- Jonathan Aaron Wilson
- Steven Andrew Wray
- John Christopher Zigler

Modern Languages
- Marina Elena Armas
- Rachel Anne Bathgate
- Yvonne Camargo
- Tabea Martina Carter
- Melissa Rose Cobos
- Melissa Ann DeGeorge
- Sarah Delana Fraser
- Katherine Anne Fehr
- Kayla Louise Graham
- Laura Kristine Griffith
- Taschina Neftari
- Siobhan Hart
- Paige Elizabeth Humphrey
- Ryan Scott Jeffers
- Samantha Marie Kidd
- Veronica Anne Leithiser-Lave
- Marcial Mejia, Jr.
- Yesenia Negangest
- Fernando Ocampo Cardona
- Elia Oliva Rocha
- Allison Kristen Paule
- Rebekah Michelle Pierson
- Fallon Sue Purdy
- Frida B. Saenz
- Patrick W. Seamars
- April Charmaine Seawell
- Jacqueline Lynn Timmons
- Samuel Luis Valdez
- Lauren J. Wilder

Music
- Aaron Michael Adams
- Mercedes Barbara Chavez
- Katherine Marie Dedzit
- Kevin Reed Hindley
- Tyler Patrick Kurchinski
- Shan William McPeek
- Tyler Alan Moody
- Alex Michael Pace
- Rayu Joshua Reagan
- Kyle Marion Rapley
- Tillifinney Mae Smith
- Krystle Rose Surmeier
- Katherine Ahler Tall
- Dominik H. Von Pichl
- Emily Jane Wilson
- Kevin Paul Winatseh
- Jacqueline Camille Frank
- Paige Elizabeth Katsel
- Kurt Julius Lani
- Nathan Eugene Newland
- Joshua Andrew Work

Physics
- William Andrew Rausch
- Steven Mitchel Romero

Political Science
- Rachel Lee Aranson
- Maria Victoria Asi
- Alexander S. Bowman
- Adam Frederick Breest
- Charles Owen Burden, Jr.
- Matthew Cameron Gordon
- Tiffany Lizette Harris
- Michelle Teresa Herrera-Fisher
- Robert Andrew Higgins
- Brian Paul Hoffman
- Mary Eunice Inglis
- Adam DaBois Itzkowitz
- Jessica Jasmine Kenick
- Anthony James Mayer
- Oraalla Mariam Nahiyar
- Lee William Newgent
- Nathan Eugene Newland
- Truman Elliott Nicholls
- Kellan J. Pontarolo
- Jessica Ramirez
- Matthew George Sabagun
- Jeffery Laurence Sales
- Amanda Pauline Sandoval
- Lauren Elisabeth Schaerdi
- Alex Arnold Schroeder
- Ean Thomas Tafroya
- David Luis Tovar
- Matthew David Wells

Psychology
- Chad C. W. Aabak
- Sabrina Lee Abel
- Linda F. Abyeta
- Dina Lynn Archibald
- Patricia G. Armstrong
- Linda Ann Atty
- Gene Michael Balder
- Katherine Elizabeth Bangle
- Bridget Renee Barbour

- Jennifer Lynn Becker
- Jordan Michael Alan Bladke
- Adam C. Blanchard
- Larissa Mae Blyth
- Jessica Ann Bonato
- Alyssa Leigh Born
- Katherine B. Bridler
- Rebecca Ann Brennan
- Browwyn Victoria Brewer
- Kathryn Jones Brittain
- Nanette Lea Brooks
- Katherine Colleen Brown
- Charles Owen Burden, Jr.
- Brandy Alyssa Burdick
- Ariel Lin Cagan
- Staci Lynn Callaway
- Amber Marie Cameron
- Sarah Ashley Campbell
- Louise Cancino
- Hye Jin Cho
- Renee Anna Cisneros
- Ryan Douglas Cole
- Janelle Suzanne Collette
- Crystal Michelle Collins
- Julie Lynn Connolly
- Robin Conte-Brayton
- Rachel Elizabeth Contreras
- Trelawney Elizabeth Morgan Copley-Smith
- Crystal Marie Cortes
- Laura Martin/Mae Crispin
- Andrew Michael DeLaO
- Rosi Deyou
- Jenna Rose DiGennaro
- Anthony Henry DiLorenzo
- Jared Allen Dinmore
- Ryan Christopher Dolan
- Ashley Rochelle Driver
- Caitlin Jeanne Duff
- Katelyn Raneé Durham
- Shericka Darielle Edwards
- Nicole Elizabeth Evans
- Amanda R. Fahrenbruch
- Gina Angelina Faliano
- Dane Ivan Paul
- Leah Patricia Foyle
- Nicole Leigh Fuertes
- Christine Marie Fulkerson
- Nicole Andrea Gallegos
- Caitlin Marie Garnett
- Stephanie Clare Gibson
- Maria Grandi
Elizabeth Christine Ryan
Angel Marie Saiz

Sherry Louise Sanders

Allison Christine Arriesta Santo
Ty Loomis Schiebeler
Lindsay P. Seim
Tiya Tesfaye Shafro
Randall Scott Sims
Maureen E. Terry
Elana Renee Thomas
Jalesia Marie Torrez
Zosiba E. Tracey
Angela Marie Turbyfill
Frankie J. Martinez-Valdez
Charles Jacob Van Heck

Serena Marie Vandenberg

Jenni Rose Vosburg
Rebecca Jean White
Nicole Elizabeth Young

Sociology, Anthropology
and Behavioral Science

Serena Lage Akinabaw
Heather Fawn Anderson
Heather Linn Anderson
Kelsie May Anderson
Angela Therese Arenspier
Sara Regina Asher
Michelle Renee Barala
Emmanuel Barron
Katrin Rosina Barthel
Nicole Marie Bassett
Charlotte R. Bishop
Joan Paul Christopher Boisvert
Randall Allan Bowen
Lisa Noelle Boyd
Daniel Bradford Braden
Alexis Emily Brown
Stanley Neil Bryant
Vellore Francisco Caballero
Brittany Rochelle Caldwell
Corey Amelia Campbell
Amanda Lynn Caples-Duffendack
Linda Susan Carpine
Brittany Nicole Chandler
Allison Maurine Clark
Arne Wendell Claxton
Sarah Elizabeth Cockrell
Sean William Colby
Theresa Marie Connolly

Melanie Adele Cramer
Laura Nicole Davis
Sarah Marie Deering
Hannah Marie Deshon
Emily Elizabeth Dimmock
Dominique Dixon

Brendan Patrick Farrell Doyle
Nichole Christine Eggleston
Christy Lynn England
James Hunter Feltes
Angela Rae Figueroa
A’Donnis Jarrriel Flournoy
Christine Marie Fullerson
Christina Elizabeth Soccero Galindo
Jill Alexandra Gardiner
Casey Caleb Geiger
Katherine Lynn Geistwhite
Brogan Luke Geerts
Brooke Elizabeth Gladstone
Staci Pauline Gonzalez
Kristen Lea Gregory
Angelace Grace Griffin
Shawn Richard Grillith
Amanda Sue Hall
Michelle Nicole Hannah
Adam Tyler Hayes
Stacey Irene Heinrich
Kyle Thomas Hendriksen
Brittany Anne Hill
Holly Marie Hillhouse
Xinh Thi Ho
Georgia R. Jackson
Marcilee Rhett Jenkins
Brett Alan Jones
Kelly Michelle Keeffe
Nicole C. Kerr
Kathryn Lynn Killeen
Isabelle Emilia Knepper
Jacob Allen Krushall
Kendra Ann Kremsat
Ariana Noelle Kurtz
Kendra Ann Krumholtz
Taylor Anne Landon
Kendra Maria LaBan
Jessica Maria Larey
Heather Jo Sawyer
Julie Anne Schmidt
Gregory Troy Schneider
Andrew Schultz
Holly Cara Shiffren
Owen Garrett Short
Jacqueline Marie Silbermann

Darius Jamar Smith
Kari Irene Smith
Pamela Kathleen Steel
Lana Nicole Stoppell
Adrian Matthew Taverner
Malory Tate Talledo
Tahnee Jean Usher

Matthew David Wells
Timothy John Westphal
Joe Patrick Whalen
Sarah Victoria
Asleigh Willis
Kerry Elizabeth Wolfe
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Jessie Marie Wood
Karla Zelvis
Amanda Margaret Zerutsche

Theatre
Jamie Rebecca Bauer-Spano
Amanda Celeste Beard
Ger J. Crawley
Nicole Marie Giordano
Devon Marie Mundy
Katelyn Mary Sauer
Travis Maurice Shook
Devin Emily Thomas
Sonabarae Nicole Toll
Mallory Paige Vining
Jeffrey Michael Zamparelli

Women's Studies
Constance Amber Banayad
Carrie Lu Haskins
Michelle Malia Martinez
Allie M. Mizusawa
Rachel Ellen Penuick

School of Professional Studies
Aviation and Aerospace Science
Jeremy David Allen
Jordan Robert Allen
Brian James Bacon
Lawrence Melvin
Breaster IV
Levi Neal Kevin
Anthony Thomas Buckley
Rebekah Jean Butterfield
James Legrande Chamberlain
Meredith Rebecca Chaplin
Andrew Clarry
Max Michael Faeger
John D. Groszholz
Jacob Douglas Harkin
Kelly Ann Henderson
Paul Francis Hennessey III
Jose Michael Hernandez-Tucker
Matthew John
Jeremy Holmes
Robert Marerwra Kaa
Thaddoeus Charles Kalinowski Jr.

Andrew John Kapustensky
Jennifer L. Kaulfman
Timothy Dean Kaufman
Daniel Rene LaFond
Keith Garrett Lambert
Tanner Lane Lueking
Robert Shane Lombricht
Vincent Lee Lombardi-Beck
Tyler E. Matus
Mark, Michael Motta
Sean M. Mulshine
Victoria O'Byrne
David Perez
Samantha Lorraine Petersen
Lani Plottsomphou
Brian Michael Philip
Dustin Alexander Rapp
Michael Harrison Roth
Joseph William Saye
Nicholas Steven Schrand
John Karl Schulz
Buffy Sue Scott
Trevor Austin Lorenzo Searfaer
Timothy Hayden Sellers
Justin Dakota Silcox
Hannah Kathryn Spanier
Whitney Cox Swarrinring
Josef Michael Hernandez-Tucker
Bryan Scott Vossell
David D. White
Anthony Steven Williams
Candace Marie Wilson
Adam Joseph Yeagle
Benjamin Lawrence Zavadil

Maria Liliana Castillo
Margarita Ceballos-Gomez
Meagan Marie Cordova
John William Cory
Steven Lee Cruz
Blake John Cunningham
Heidi Joan Davis
Michael Tyrome Davis
Erika Maria Delin
Lauren Katherine Depinto
Brenda Diaz-Diaz
Devon M. Diele
Justin M. Domagata
Alex Dominic Dominguez
Scott Edward Dow
Amanda Lynn Doyle
Denise Ann Echavarria
Tamara Alexandra Emge
Jacqueline Nichole Evangelista-Barello
Laura Kathleen Farley
Megan Nicole Feebeck
Hillary Rose Feirstein
Monika J. Feulner
Xenia Flores
Bryan Michael Fox
Lerissa Renee Garcia
Russell William Gehling
Nicolas Michael Gerardin
Desiree Julie Nicole Gomez
Alba M. Gonzalez
Olivia R. Gonzalez
Kelsey Michele Gottschalk
Jordon Paul Haines
Matthew J. Hall
Steven Douglass Hall
Cory Anthony Halverson
Jillian Mae Shafer Hamrick

Luke Christian Harrison
Sajan Ilyse Herring
Whitney Ann Hey
Marcus Lasana Huggins
Matthew Ryan Hum
Erika Ibarra Morales
Ashley Frances Jones
Dustin Corey Juarezm
Samantha Jo Jurek
Timothy Overall Kelley
Rhianna Ashley Kirk
Rebecca Myers Lodge

Colleen Louise Lopez
Eloisa Lopez
Sharon Lizeth Lopez
Yvonne Margaret Lonzano
Mong Hang Sara Mai
Chandra Nicole May
Robert Francis McCann
David Charles McCord
Brian Arnold McCartney
Bryan Lee McDonald
Cassandra Marie McGrath
Casey Marie Meeks
Eric Mendoza
Stephanie Marie Meyer
Michael John Ostrom
Jesse Lashawn Parris
Kelsey Anne Pearce
Erin Laurel Penberthy
John P. Powell
Daniel Christopher Raddell
Jenny Rae Randall

Melissa Dawn Reeger
Jonathan M. Ricco
William Lee Ritter
Maggie Janice Sahideh
Craig Michael Schuemann
Audrey Jean Smith
Keri Elizabeth Snyder
W. Andrew Spits
Jacquelyn LeAnn Stewart

Jessica Lynn Stovall
Cody Irish Tallbot
Daniel Uhlarri Jr.

Amber Nichole Vasquez
Morgan Shavon Veasley
Tina Marie White
Lesley Linnea Williams
Sadie Marie Willingham
Stacy Ann Zuehlke

Mathew Brian Fauth
Michael Joseph Hodyno
Adam Michael Larson
Quintin A. LeClercq
Dustin Alexander Linsquist
Julia Olegovna Markina
Mark William Neminger
Dung ThiNgoc Nguyen
Yousof Ounjiani
Charles A. Patterson
Beau Phillip Pearl
Philip Anthony Powers
Raymond Lee Sandef
Lozin Shaya
Chris James Slaughter
Gregory Michael Stevens
Jonathan Lee Sundet
Aubreyl Michelle Van Dyke
Kham Phou Xiong

Health Professions
Kimberly Michelle Akins
Kara Lindsay Anthony
Adrienne Brooks Arnold
Kacey Marie Ayers
Analia Baer
Samantha Michelle Bailey
Tyler Robert Ballistraras
JonPaul Waverly Bennett
Rebecca Ann Blomberg
Carlin Eileen Beck
Moranda Lynn Biles
Derrick Wayne Bocoo
Tana Lee Booth
Brittany Nicole Bourque
Brandon Alexander Brooks
Brittany Diane Carlrow
Chelsie Charlene Casillan
Lindsey Kristen
Cathey Miller

Deborah A. Christmann
Denisha Ariane Cohns
Ryan Allen Howe Cook
Cara Elaine Coxe
Kirstin Rachelle Cushman
Kasey Leigh Dugan
Jordan Michelle Embree
Steven Gordon Emory

Zahra Farazandeh
Ashley Noelle Forrest
Dunika M. Frunz

Lisa Renee Fryda
Crystal Lee Fulmer
Kayla Diane Gagliardi
Kasha Marie Garneau
Meghan Ellen
Gimore
Samantha L. Goldenersh
Laura Ann Guidotti
Stephanie Anna Haggerty
Diturie Halilaj
Linda Carol Harris
Joanna Ruth Helm
Aimee Susan Henry
Korin R. Hinckley
Scott Wayne Hirshbrunner
Jennifer Sara Hoffmann
Kathryn Eileen Holabird
Marshall William Holmes
Sarah Michelle Hudnall
Tonya Marie Huffman
Kimberly Diane Hukill
Jill Sara Huntamer
Shannon Marie Kelleher
Melody Ann Kenholz
Leisa Dee Knotts
Candace Jill Knutson
Valerie Rose LaBelle
Kayla Marie Lassiter
Taliah Rae Lauf
Noora Olatokunbo Lawal
Jennifer Christie Lawson
Levant Donnell Lewis
Rachel Rorraine Logie
Emma Louise Long
Bailey Madison Louderback
Jessica L. Lucero
Anna Marion MacLeay
Joanna Nicole Maito
Heather Megan Mancinas
Amanda Jane Mann
Tyson James Marden
David Gregory Marshall
Sophia Laszlova
Christopher Andrew McAdams
Kelly Anne McCormick
Sara M. McGinley
Sara Emily McPherson
Katherine Irene Michantz
Destiny Danielle Mostek
Megan Michele Myers
Nicole J. Narey
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Ashley Nicole New
Oluchi Mardlyn Nwanndibe
Nicole Rose Patterson
Ashley Michelle Peabody
Gina Marie Penka
Molly Arvela Peterson
Sunita Rai
Tina Rawson
Sarbrina Gayle Robinson
Lenise Marie Ruff
Katrina Marie Sailer
Justin Prescott Sanchez
Jonathan David Schoeffel
Stacy Marie Sherman
Amanda Marie Smutz
Stephanie Marlene South
Jennie Marie Sudbrink
April Tourjee
Cristal Rocío Valenzuela
Barbara M. Verble
Kristin A. Vesperman
Aspen Wynn Wright
Kelly Elizabeth Wrobel

Homeland, Tourism and Events
Anita Tille Aimoud
Kelly Anne Barrows
Sarah Elizabeth Black
Jacklyn Thuy Hong Hui
Anna-Belle Merrill Burton
Fernando Ocampo Cardona
Evan George Claus
Tony Cahill Cockerham
Barth J. Collinson
Heather Elizabeth Coram
Amy Elizabeth Ehlerick
Veronica Marie Espinoza
Damien Arthur Cunningham Gibbons
Gregory Ethan Gluckman
Adrienne Denise Graham
Kendra Meredith Greb
Michelle Christine Hoffner
Sara Anne Johnson
Nicole Michelle Jones
Gina Viviana Kim
Alexandra Sakura King
Caley Elizabeth Kolb
Christina Irene Krol
Theresa Cheney Lister
LaVon Christine Lopez
Katherine Frances Lumm
Christine Patrice Markel
Allison Kay McClure
Amanda Kay Middleton
Spencer Chapman
Nottingham
Richard Casey O’Connell
Caitlin Brianne Ottum
Ryan Michael Ourada
Maureen Kathryn Owen
Jeffrey Scott Pearson
Amy Ariastene Peterson
Brendan Dean Peterson
Aaron R. Plankczuela
Katharine Marie Roehrich
Sasha Rashelle Roll
Rachell Lea Roth
Christopher Lee Rubbeck
Brandon Mathew Russell
Taylor Jade Rybczuk
Ashley Kausia Shade
Alexis Lynn Shafer
Kira Kay Simonès
Madalée Ruth Stanforth
Kaitlin Kristine Stevens
Jennifer Diana Styrczula
Anne Lundeal Swanson
Troy Allen Talmadge
Christine Elizabeth Tatsum
Emily Lauren Zajicek

Human Performance and Sport
Tyson Christopher Allen
Corey Francis Andreus
Christopher Lee Baker
Jeffrey Owen Baumann
Lynnferd Bogay
Bart Michael Bennett
Courtney Marie Bennett
Alyssa Suzanne Benson
Brandon Lee Bielek
Brittany Anne Biggs
Andrew John Bogert
Trevor Clayton Buckingham
Sean Cannon
Christina Beth Carter
Isaiah Paul Castileja
Bailey Travis Clark
Daniel Barrett Collins
Kyle Christian Curry
Anne Catherine Dalmadge
Mazen Marwan Daubh
Sarah Aileen Davis
James Donald Diegel
Cory Michael Elwood
Troy Ryan Evans
Matthew Joseph Gaynor
Jeffrey Hunter Geman
Trevor Graham Gerard
Raymond Joseph
Ghost Bear
David Martin Glaser
Leah Marie Hanson
Elizabeth Frances Hatch
Brian James Hellstrom
Lee Ann Hewitt
Jamie Ann Hoernig
Ashley Jordan Hult
Rochelle Monique Hotman
Robert Scott Imomdi
Dominika Irene Jayyk
Natalia Maes Jones
Amanda Kennedy
Colby Hedin Knight
Shayne Marie Kovach
Nicholas Michael Kuchwara
Michael Paul Leonard
Courtney Elizabeth McGee
Shane Wallace Menter
Kyle James Michel
Jason Andrew Mondragon
Brianne Nicole Morley
Amy Elizabeth Nunn
Recco Dimalanta Pearsall
Erin Marie Piller
Christa Cormier Poremba
Hannah Elizabeth Prevost
Lisa Rendón
Michael Alan Riley
Scott Paul Ruzinski
Vincent Dana Ruscio

Jordan Robert Russell
Scott Gregory Seaton
Jessica Marie Smalley
Dana K. Storey
Erica Cassandra Tafaya
Xeng Yue
Sarah Lauren Whelan
Amanda Michelle White
Cody Frederick Wise
Tiffany Lin Wong
Jessica Marie Woodson
Lori Sharyn Young

Human Services
Marie Xenia Archambault
Charlene (Charlie) Jessica Baker
Michael Dean Banks
Andrew Paul Casillo
Kourtney Kamiel Cleveland
Heidi Gline
Christopher Allen Combs
Chanel Nichole Cruz
Shannon Marie Darling
Mireya DaVila
Angelica Marie Dominguez
Benjamin Forrest Downing
Ahren William Drebing
Phillip Elwood Eggars
Austin Steven Fauss
Elizabeth Murray Forster
Jason Michael Gabrielski
Sara Beth Garrou
Mayra Guzman Mendoza
Katerina Linhartova
Elaina Marie Lucero
Takisha Nicole Mallard
Tara-my Nguyen
Natalie Rae Orrell
Amber M. Piccirullo
Don Eugene Ramirez
Alexandra Marise Renstín
Rebel Shekene Rodríguez
Julien Lamont Swain
Alia S. Thobani
Gabrielle Arzells Thorton
Kimberly Anne Walsh
Jillian Leigh White
April Jeanine Wise

Industrial Design
Emerson N. Archer
Evan Daniel Baker
Ginni Lee Baker
Jason Patrick Browning
Sean Joseph Hines
William Duncan King IV
Kurtis David Alexander
Michie
Bennie Henry Salgado
Levi Thomas Smidt
Aaron Jayson Venturini
Dennis Michael Volz
Joseph C. Walger

Nursing
Emily Jane Armantrout
Jessica Michelle Arps
Heather Elizabeth Bailey
Bradly Dean Barney
Rachel Elisabeth Bott
Hailey Margaret Barnett
Eileen N. Chacon Haban
Nicole Sharyn Dalmadge
Rachel Amanda Ellis
Shanna Lynn Gendler
Lisa Anne Genschau
Suscie McCoy Hall
Janine Marie Havermann
Tiana Lynn Heit
Jacqueline Libeth Hernandez
Holly Jean Hirsch
Am Kay Kristine Hooft
Tod W. Holgate
Christine Marie Johnson
Michelle Theresa Lee
Holly Therese Lehnman
Lea Marie Lefever
Sara Amy LeWinter
Georgina Lewis
Tiffany Ann Leneau
Frances Janettia Luu
Lauren Cecil Margolis
Mandy Rae Marquez
Dana Ellen Marvin
Elizabeth Harshman McVay
Kathleen Ann Miniat
Deverie Eden Miskenheimer

Technical Communication and Media Production
Aaron Michael Carver
Merve Franklin Gleiforst
Brett Donald Honeycutt
Chris Ian Jacob
Andrew Gordon Jones
Melinda M. Lacy
Karim G. Marshall
Linda Thi Nguyen
Max Allen Quattromani
Dean Bennett Smith

Special Education, Early Childhood Education, Reading and Educational Technology
Jena Rose Dalton
Barb L. Gonzalez
Howard Mark Mulvihill
Elisabeth Janelle O’Brien
Heidi Lee Roach
Lance Edward Roberts
Vicki Jean Schock
Raena Sue Sieving
Aaron Cayton Wamsley

Green Gamma Lambda
Magna Cum Laude
Summa Cum Laude
Spring Commencement
METROPOLITAN STATE COLLEGE of DENVER

Sunday, May 13, 2012
Nine O’clock
Auraria Athletic Fields